Pc800 service manual

Quick Links. Be sure to have a good understanding of the difference from model to model
before referring to this handbook. Periodically Replaced Parts.. Storing and Handling the
Cartridge B. Durables and Consumables.. Scheduled Servicing Storing and Handling E. Image
Adjustment Basic the Cratridge Storing the Cartridge with Points to Note for Servicing..
Durables and Consumables The machine does not have items designated as durables or
consumables. Scheduled Servicing The machine does not have any parts which require
scheduled servicing. Storing and Handling the Cartridge with the Packaging Seal Removed The
photosensitive medium is an organic photoconducting OPC material, which would dete- riorate
if subjected to storing light. The cartridge also holds toner, requiring the user to exercise care
when storing or handling it. Be sure that the user stores it in an appropriate storage box for
storage. Storage after Removing the Packaging Seal a. Do not touch the surface of the
photosensitive drum as by opening the shutter for the photosen- sitive drum cover found at the
bottom of the cartridge. If you have soiled the surface of the photosensitive drum, wipe it with a
flannel cloth coated with toner. Scanning system, Is gray scale No. Can the Note 1 deviation be
corrected using the copy density correction Cartridge Copyboard glass Alcohol Cleaning.
Caution: If you have performed this adjustment, be sure to adjust the image leading edge
margin. Caution: Be sure to check that the leading edge non-image width is as indicated before
performing this adjustment. Reference: 1. Routing the Scanner Drive Cable Wind 1. Routing the
Scanner Drive Cable 1. Figure 6 Remove the three screws [5], and detach the left upper stay [4].
Figure Routing the Reversing Cable 1 Wind the reversing cables silver-colored [2] on the cable
drive pulley [1] 7. Longer end Shorter end Face with a marking When putting the cable drive
pulley into the shaft, be sure that the hook is at the front. Hook front Figure Be sure that the
secured end of the cable is found where the hole in the left side plate and the tip of the cable
matches. Routing the Forwarding Cable 1 Fit the longer end forwarding cable black [2] on the
top hook of the cable drive pulley [1], and wind it 1. Then, secure the shorter end [3] as shown
with adhesive tape [4]. Face without a marking Figure 2 Lead the longer end [5] along the cable
drive pulley [1] as shown, and hook it on the pulley [6] Figure 4 Hook the end of the longer end
[5] on the hole [10] on the right side. Positioning the No. Figure rear Figure front Further, be
sure that the protrusion near its middle is as shown. Logo mark front Scanning lamp Make sure
that the fuse is in contact with the reflecting plate. Reflecting plate front Thermal fuse
Correcting original skew 2. Adjusting the original leading edge stop position Correcting Original
Skew 1 Obtain a sheet of A4 or LTR white copy paper, and draw two lines as indicated. Figure 4
Press the Copy Start key to make a copy. Moving the rotary switch by a single notch changes
the original stop position by about 0. Press the push switch PSW after deciding on a position to
discharge the copy paper and store the optimum value. Intensity of the scanning lamp 2. AE
mechanism Composite power supply 1. Caution: If you cannot set VR and VR to the target
values at the same time, turn VR fully counterclockwise, and go back to step 5 and make
adjustments once again. Reference: The photointerrupers other than those shown in Table are
connected in a matrix, hence the omission from the table. Those not found in the discussions
are for the factory only, requiring special tools and adjustment to an extremely accuracy. If the
self-diagnosis has turned on, turn off the power switch to reset the machine. Signals and
Abbreviations What follows below is a list of signals and abbreviations used in the chapters of
the manual and circuit diagrams. Page 75 C. Special Tools You will need the following special
tool s in addition to the standard tools set when servicing the machine. Tool Tool No. Solvent
Cleaning: e. Table A-1 Mechanisms Item Descriptions Applies only to single pickup if the
multifeeder is used. Applies only to vertical feeding. Upon delivery, be sure to remove each
from the copy tray. Be sure to remove any curling before feeding for a second time. If stopped
because paper ran out during copying operation, 1 hr. Print page 1 Print document 88 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. Max torque was Claimed horsepower was The engine was a liquid
cooled v2, four-stroke. Fuel was supplied via a single overhead cams sohc. The bike has a
5-speed transmission. Power was moderated via the hydraulicly actuated, multi-plate, wet
clutch. Stopping was achieved via double disc in the front and a expanding brake drum brake in
the rear. The front suspension was a 41mm while the rear was equipped with a dual shocks with
four-way spring. The PC Pacific Coast was fitted with a 4. The bike weighed just The wheelbase
was In the past half decade, the touring motorcyclists' love affair with Honda 's Gold Wing-and
Silver Wing models has reached a high undreamed of in the past. The Gold Wing has come to
symbolize a whole world of motorcycling, touring, and in fact, lifestyle. Little wonder then, that
Honda would try to capitalize on its success by creating a modern sport-touring takeoff on the
Gold Wing. Enter the Pacific Coast. The most striking feature of the Pacific Coast was its
flowing, full-enclosure bodywork that was designed to appeal to two different market sectors.
On one hand, the bodywork covered all mechanicals, telling the new rider that here was a

trustworthy motorcycle that never required you to get dirt under your Fingernails. Launched in ,
the PC, as it was coded, found a market but it was never as large as Honda had wished for. The
cc engine was seen as too small for serious touring, although no one complained about the
shaft drive and rear seat that tilted forward to reveal a hidden luggage compartment like the
trunk of a car. Like licorice, those who liked their Pacific Coast, truly loved them. It featured an
underseat storage compartment. The engine was a cc SOHC 3-valve liquid-cooled V-twin linked
to a 5-speed transmission and shaft drive. This year the whindshield was taller. The PC'94 was
sold in and was available in one color: Black-Z. The PC'95 was sold in and was available in one
color: Black-Z. The PC'96 was sold in and was available in one color: Magna Red. The front disc
cover was deleted. A push to cancel turn signal control replaced the self-cancelling system. The
PC'98 was sold in and was available in one color: Magna Red. From CycleChaos. Honda PC
Manufacturer Honda. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can
help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need help. Categories : Touring
motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces
Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at
Gear box: 5-speed Final Drive: shaft drive cardan Clutch: hydraulically actuated, multi-plate, wet
clutch. Front: double disc Rear: expanding brake drum brake. Honda GN4 10W Service Manual.
All styles covered. This is the same type of service manual your local dealer will use when
doing a repair. This manual has detailed illustrations as well as step by step instructions. All
pages are printable, so run off what you need and take it with you into the garage or workshop.
These manuals are your number one source for repair and service information. They are
specifically written for the do-it-yourself-er as well as the experienced mechanic. Using this
repair manual is an inexpensive way to keep your vehicle working properly. Each manual
provides step-by-step instructions based on the complete dis-assembly of the machine. It is this
level of detail, along with hundreds of photos and illustrations, that guide the reader. Complete
download comes in pdf format which can work under all PC based windows operating system
and Mac also. All pages are printable. It is this level of detail, along with hundreds of photos and
illustrations, that guide the reader through each service and repair procedure. Sally Mool.
Published on Oct 7, Go explore. Quick Links. Be sure to have a good understanding of the
difference from model to model before referring to this handbook. Periodically Replaced Parts..
Storing and Handling the Cartridge B. Durables and Consumables.. Scheduled Servicing Storing
and Handling E. Image Adjustment Basic the Cratridge Storing the Cartridge with Points to Note
for Servicing.. Durables and Consumables The machine does not have items designated as
durables or consumables. Scheduled Servicing The machine does not have any parts which
require scheduled servicing. Storing and Handling the Cartridge with the Packaging Seal
Removed The photosensitive medium is an organic photoconducting OPC material, which
would dete- riorate if subjected to storing light. The cartridge also holds toner, requiring the
user to exercise care when storing or handling it. Be sure that the user stores it in an
appropriate storage box for storage. Storage after Removing the Packaging Seal a. Do not touch
the surface of the photosensitive drum as by opening the shutter for the photosen- sitive drum
cover found at the bottom of the cartridge. If you have soiled the surface of the photosensitive
drum, wipe it with a flannel cloth coated with toner. Scanning system, Is gray scale No. Can the
Note 1 deviation be corrected using the copy density correction Cartridge Copyboard glass
Alcohol Cleaning. Caution: If you have performed this adjustment, be sure to adjust the image
leading edge margin. Caution: Be sure to check that the leading edge non-image width is as
indicated before performing this adjustment. Reference: 1. Routing the Scanner Drive Cable
Wind 1. Routing the Scanner Drive Cable 1. Figure 6 Remove the three screws [5], and detach
the left upper stay [4]. Figure Routing the Reversing Cable 1 Wind the reversing cables
silver-colored [2] on the cable drive pulley [1] 7. Longer end Shorter end Face with a marking
When putting the cable drive pulley into the shaft, be sure that the hook is at the front. Hook
front Figure Be sure that the secured end of the cable is found where the hole in the left side
plate and the tip of the cable matches. Routing the Forwarding Cable 1 Fit the longer end
forwarding cable black [2] on the top hook of the cable drive pulley [1], and wind it 1. Then,
secure the shorter end [3] as shown with adhesive tape [4]. Face without a marking Figure 2
Lead the longer end [5] along the cable drive pulley [1] as shown, and hook it on the pulley [6]
Figure 4 Hook the end of the longer end [5] on the hole [10] on the right side. Positioning the No.
Figure rear Figure front Further, be sure that the protrusion near its middle is as shown. Logo
mark front Scanning lamp Make sure that the fuse is in contact with the reflecting plate.
Reflecting plate front Thermal fuse Correcting original skew 2. Adjusting the original leading
edge stop position Correcting Original Skew 1 Obtain a sheet of A4 or LTR white copy paper,
and draw two lines as indicated. Figure 4 Press the Copy Start key to make a copy. Moving the
rotary switch by a single notch changes the original stop position by about 0. Press the push

switch PSW after deciding on a position to discharge the copy paper and store the optimum
value. Intensity of the scanning lamp 2. AE mechanism Composite power supply 1. Caution: If
you cannot set VR and VR to the target values at the same time, turn VR fully counterclockwise,
and go back to step 5 and make adjustments once again. Reference: The photointerrupers other
than those shown in Table are connected in a matrix, hence the omission from the table. Those
not found in the discussions are for the factory only, requiring special tools and adjustment to
an extremely accuracy. If the self-diagnosis has turned on, turn off the power switch to reset the
machine. Signals and Abbreviations What follows below is a list of signals and abbreviations
used in the chapters of the manual and circuit diagrams. Page 75 C. Special Tools You will need
the following special tool s in addition to the standard tools set when servicing the machine.
Tool Tool No. Solvent Cleaning: e. Table A-1 Mechanisms Item Descriptions Applies only to
single pickup if the multifeeder is used. Applies only to vertical feeding. Upon delivery, be sure
to remove each from the copy tray. Be sure to remove any curling before feeding for a second
time. If stopped because paper ran out during copying operation, 1 hr. Print page 1 Print
document 88 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Production model years Hundreds of pages
allow you to print it out in its entirety or just the pages you need!! These manuals are your
number one source for repair and service information. They are specifically written for the
do-it-yourselfer as well as the experienced mechanic. Using this repair manual is an
inexpensive way to keep your motorcycle working properly. Each manual provides step-by-step
instructions based on the complete disassembly of the machine. It is this level of detail, along
with hundreds of photos and illustrations, that guide the reader through each service and repair
procedure. Troubleshooting and electrical service procedures are combined with detailed wiring
diagrams for ease of use. Complete download comes in pdf format which can work under all PC
based windows operating system and Mac also. All pages are printable. No need to pay for
shipping and wait for the overpriced paper textbook or CD-ROM to arrive via snail mail. Tags:
honda pacific coast pacific coast manual pc repair pc service. Arhive august This factory
Komatsu Service Manual
hyundai tiburon manual transmission
jetta fog light
start stop wiring diagrams
Download will give you complete step-by-step information on repair, servicing, and
preventative maintenance for your Komatsu. The Komatsu Service Manual is highly detailed
with photos and illustrations to help guide you through every repair and troubleshooting
procedure. This repair manual contains all you need to know to keep your Komatsu working
right and is the only service repair manual you will need. It will help you understand, care for,
and lower the repair and maintenance cost for your Komatsu. This Komatsu PC Large Excavator
service manual is the same service manual used by professional Komatsu technicians. These
Komatsu Manuals make it easy for any skill level with these very easy to follow, step-by-step
instructions! Instant download means no shipping cost or waiting for a CD to arrive in the
mailâ€¦you will receive this Komatsu Repair Manual immediately via instant download on
completion of payment via our secure payment processor. Skip to content. Categorized in
Excavator.

